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About This Game

Inspired by games like Don't Starve, Starbound and The Legend of Zelda, Adventure Craft combines the best elements of these
games together with procedural game design! Adventure Craft takes place in a MASSIVE, virtually endless, constantly evolving,

PROCEDURALLY GENERATED world, created on the fly by a special algorithm that arranges the game's content and
characters to create a living and breathing world for you to play in. The more you explore the world the LARGER it gets and no

two worlds will be exactly the same.

GAME FEATURES

EXPLORE a vast, virtually endless, procedurally generated world, featuring multiple biomes inhabited by their own
wildlife and monsters

EXPERIENCE a full Day/Night cycle that constantly changes the gameplay experience based on the time of the day

DESCEND into a deep dark cave system full of extreme dangers, treasure and powerful monsters that fear the sun of
the world above

CRAFT a large variety of weapons and equipment with lots of materials and loot

BUILD a home and customize it to fit your personality with decorations and furnishings

CREATE custom party members in a cloning vat and customize their AI through the AI creator
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TRAIN a pet attack dog who grows and learns new abilities over time
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Title: Adventure Craft
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Edible Entertainment
Publisher:
Edible Entertainment
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5GHz or equivalent processor.

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated GPU with 256 MB memory, shader version 4 capable

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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By no means a bad game, but not worth fifteen dollars for the amount of content. If it seems like your kind of game, wait for a
sale.. Its overall a good realistic aircraft. Bought this to hold me off until I can get the A2A Cessna, but since i'm saving up to
build a more capible PC for all my FSX addons, I bought this since it was cheaper and is still a really good realistic aircraft to
add to the hanger.. i sold my kids just to play this game,
i am in debt.... I liked the game. If you haven't played motogp for a few years, this one is to get. I don't think I would pay 40
euros for the same engine based game. I would expect AAA optimized graphics, but Compact is really balanced at the price and
features. If you like MotoGP, this one is to get.. this is the dark souls of league of legends games. Everytime I get a fire call
there isn't a hydrant within miles of the fire, putting it out with an extinguisher is not fun at all.. lt;< Been waiting so long for
this damn game. It really is a love letter to fans of the PS2 Ace Combat games. >>

Edit: for ultrawide players like me there is a fan patch on wsgf.com to play on wide screens. I have always been a fan of the
wolfenstein franchise, so when the new game launched this year I knew I HAD to get it. The throwback to the earlier graphics
definitely resonates with me as a fan, and I appreciate their counter-culture alt-left message in a time as politically charged as
this. The soundtrack - I don't care WHAT haters say about this choice of music, it completely fits the game so well, and it brings
mood to every cutscene in this game (or should I say, this EXPERIENCE). I can't believe I got such a good game for such a
good deal.

PROS:

Shooting Nazis

CONS:

None ?

10\/10 Best Game I've Played This Year
. I enjoyed this game, more than I thought I would. I got it on a whim (during Summer Sale), and I am not disappointed with my
purchase. I love to play games like these, and the graphics were actually very nice (even by today's standards). Sure, as many
people have said, it is quite simplistic, but I think that is what works for this game; it isn't overly complicated, but not so simple
that the game isn't good. Liked the change of environments, and wide range of enemies; always kept you on your toes. It is a
short game, and can get repetitive at times, but overall, I would recommend to anyone who likes sandbox tug-of-war types!
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What the Ding-Dong-Diddly-Do is this you might ask.
Well, its aHorror game with an entire story to it, Breaking every 4th wall there is (there are more then 4!), Unique and
innovating gameplay aspects, Jumpscares like never seen before, Ultrawide (21:9) Support, VR Support, lacks the Child support
that you'll definitly need after peeing your pants though. I'm even guilty to ALT+F4-ing the game at a certain point that I
litterally thought it was gonna jump out of my screen. Also thought my GPU was Artifacting but it was the game. "It" tricked
me. 11\/10 Would recommend. If there is a steam award for best horror game. This will get my vote. Better than Outlast 2. Its
even better than Sonic Adventure DX (And that's some scary\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
I allready bought 3 copies (for me and my friends) and tbh if the price was 4,99 or heck even 9,99. I'd still buy it. The first
chapter will last you 1.5-2 hours at itself. And there are two more chapters to come! Defenitly worth the price.. Nice little TD.
The pacing of the levels are quite good but about 75% through the game you will find yourself forced to grind old maps for
resources. The difficulty drastically climbs at the end to the point where it is impossible to play without first getting stronger.
Other than that I found this game fun to play.. not even at 90% off. Poor gameplay, graphics, controls, camera, and game.. Just
absolutly awful, dont waste the 4 bucks on this garbage. First off developers your band sucks. The music doesnt fit the game and
is dreadful. Second why would you use such a crappy♥♥♥♥♥font in the game. Not fun to play, Clunky controls.....blah blah
blah, this game blows.. Please don't tell my parents.. This feels exactly like Fallout plus Metro 2033 plus The Walking Dead.
Although the writing is very good, the story is just clique, and some of the choices seemed---forced. And you can't choose to
play as a female by the way. This game could be so much more if given more care and time, but I'm sorry I can't recomment it..
For such a low price this expansion is a must-have. Greatly improves the competitiveness of the game as you can try to hinder
your opponents or double your own points with the new tiles in this pack. Very fun.
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